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The AAW 25 represents a price-performance break-
through in compressed-air metering. It fills a need
for low-cost measurement of air usage by individual
pieces of industrial equipment. It indicates leakage
and excessive usage locally with blinking lights,  
thereby eliminating the need for central monitoring
and enabling equipment operators and maintenance 
mechanics to observe and respond to developing 
problems.

The AAW 25 is based on AAW’s proven technology,
but it has been streamlined to reduce cost, reduce
material usage and facilitate installation. The meter
measures flow by maintaining one of its two probes
warmer than the other; it calculates flow from the
amount of heat required. Current flow, as well as
minimum, average and totalized flows can be seen
on a four-digit display.
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The meter is designed for use with compressed air and 
nitrogen. The air must be free of oil, dirt that could foul 
the probes, and suspended water droplets. In a com-
pressed-air application, the meter should be installed 
downstream of a dryer. 

The meter is not to be used in safety or life-support
applications. It should not be used as a sole means of
determining required capacity of air compressors and
related equipment. The meter must not be used in wet
or hazardous locations.

AAW warrants solely to the buyer that Model 25
Flowmeter shall be free from defects in materials  
and workmanship, when given normal, proper and 
intended usage, for three years from the date of  
pur-chase. During the warranty period, AAW  
will repair or replace (at its option) any defective  
product at no cost to the buyer. The foregoing  
warranty is in lieu of any other warranty, express or 
implied, written or oral (in-cluding any warranty of  
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose). 
AAW’s liability arising out of the manufacture, sale  
or supplying of the flowmeter, whether based on  
warranty, contract, tort or other-wise, shall not  
exceed the actual purchase price paid by the buyer, 
and in no event shall AAW be liable to anyone for  
special, incidental or consequential damages.

The AAW 25 is designed for use in vertical air lines
with air flowing downward. In other orientations there
may be some loss of accuracy. For best accuracy,
there should be straight pipe upstream of the meter
with a length at least five times the diameter of the
pipe. The meter should be positioned for good visibility
and it should be readily accessible. With air shut
down and pressure released, drill the two holes using
the drill guide (purchased separately). Remove any
burrs or roughness from the pipe with a file. Insert the
probes into the pipe noting the direction of the flow
arrow, and secure it with the two band clamps provided,
tightening them to a torque of approximately 20
inch pounds.




